
The adventures of the 2015 South 
Africa study abroad students 





“oh the 
places 
you’ll 
go”



ATL to JNB jnb to HDS 



Wits Rural 













Shingwedzi 
Research 
Camp





We became addicted to instant coffee 

working on our journals 



Game drive views 





Hamakuya  


Tshulu 
Camp















View from the kitchen! 



The GDV got stuck on the way back to Tshulu from homestays - the girls ate the whole snack 
box while the boys tried to dig us out 












Makalali 
Game 

Reserve



Stopped for sundowners (snacks and drinks while we watch the sunset) on our game drive 



On a bush walk through the game reserve. We learned about lots of plants and 
animals up close that we wouldn’t have been able to see in a game drive vehicle 









The view from our rooms was overlooking a watering  
hole with hippos and crocodiles in it! 





Coffee and brusks on our morning game drive 









Homestays: 
Villages of 

musunda  
+ 

guyuni



	 As a part of our water quality research, we had 
the opportunity to live with a Hamakuya family for 
two days and nights and walk around the villages 
collecting perception surveys. We were split into three 
groups - two stayed in the village of Musunda and one 
stayed in the village of Guyuni. We spent a few hours a 
day doing surveys around the villages but got to 
spend most of our time playing with the kids when 
they got home from school, talking with our homestay 
families, and diving into this unkown culture. We left 
this place with full hearts and covered in red dirt that 
we never wanted to wash off. 





As a cultural custom, the women make this gesture as a sign 
of respect when they greet men  









Homemade toy car  





Food was an interesting aspect of the homestays -  they 
harvest their own gardens and animals daily to provide for 

their families. We got to make pap, which is served for 
lunch and dinner daily, eat a freshly killed and cooked 
chicken, and eat peanut butter and jelly with tea for 

breakfast. Some group even got to try mopane worms! 

Mopane worms 

Pap and greens 





Walking through the village of Musunda to collect perception surveys  





The 
Animals



“you never forget your first giraffe” 





















“How lucky i am 
to have 

something that 
makes saying 
goodbye so 

hard”





I would just like to thank Melissa, 
David, Terrie, Scott, Sarah, and 

Xolani for everything they did to 
make this trip the best that it could 

be - none of this would’ve been 
possible without you and we are 
forever grateful for the memories 

made - until we meet again, South 
Africa!








